
Wide selection of metal detectors and accessories.
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Our best, most
sensitive metal detector
Target depth readout snows you how deep the
metal is buried. Automatically adjusts to the
mineral content of the ground to reduce false
alerts. Distinguishes between different types
of metal and "tunes out" the ones you don't
want to search for. Four modes of operation.
Three -tone audio discriminator sounds distinctive
tones to indicate different types of metals. Notch
feature helps reject junk like beverage pull tabs,
yet still detects coins and other valuables.
Waterproof search coil. Requires two 9V
batteries.
63-3015 299.99

Accessory search coil.
Detects all metals. Smaller
4" design for searching in
tight areas. Fits #63-3011,
#63-3007 and #63-3015
metal detectors.
63-3014 29.99

Adjustable tone discrimination Special handle keeps detector

from treasure upright ohen placed on ground

Detector with dual -tone
discrimination system
Adjustable tone discrimination gives you a high or low
tone for different types of metal such as gold, nickels
and other coins. Three modes of operation let you
choose what you want it to find. Full Discriminate
mode rejects most trash items, while All Metal mode
detects all metals-even iron objects that would
normally be rejected in the discrimination modes.
Ground Trac feature lets you work in virtually any
ground mineralization, so it's perfect for the beach.
Built-in stand keeps it upright when set on the
ground. Waterproof 7" search coil. S -rod handle
with comfort grip. Sensitivity, disc/notch controls.
7.," headphone jack. Requires two 9V batteries.l.e:...-,-_;J

63-3011 129.99

Waterproof
search coil

Waterproof
search coil

Hunt for
Treasure or
Just Plain Fun
Turn a hobby into a rewarding adventure the

whole family will enjoy -take a metal detector to

the beach, the park, anywhere you might find

coins, precious metals or even historical artifacts.

Display shows metal type

Pro -style detector with dual
LCD display, two-tone audio
LCD readout indicates metal types Deing
detected. Locates coins and many other metal
obects. Waterproof search coil is submersible in
fresh or salt water. Listen to speaker or plug
your headphones into the 1/4" jack to hear
subtle responses more easily. Controls let you
minimize response to items like pull tabs, while
bcosting indications to potentially valuable
objects. Low -battery indicator. Adjustable shaft
w th armrest. Extra -lightweight materials for
longer hunting time. Requires two 9V batteries.

63-3007 199.99R SSP

Affordable detector will
get you started in this
fascinating hobby
Ferrous/non-ferrous discriminator helps sort out
precious metals from junk. Display indicates iron
content of object. Built-in speaker, I/4" earphone
jack. Auto -tune automatically sets the sensitivity.
Battery tester, adjustable volume and shaft
length. Requires 6 "AA" batteries
63-3005 49.99

PSSP

410
VLF discriminator
more accurately
identifies metals
Very low frequency design (VLF)
and a discriminator circuit help
distinguish between ferrous metal
(iron and steel) and non-ferrous
metals such as gold and silver.

Reduce false alerts by adjusting controls to match the
mineral content in the soil. Adjustable tuning for greater
sensitivity. Variable shaft length and arm support handle for
added comfort. Weatherproof search coil. Requires two 9V

batteries 63-3013 99.99

Display shows metal type


